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Address OAO BAMO-FLOAT-GLASS 
141500, Moscovskaya Oblast, 
Solnechnogorsk, Ulitsa Butirskiy Tupik, 2

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
OAO  «BAMO - FLOAT - GLASS» produces the following:   
Energy-Saving Glass 
BatherMO 1,2 Neutral  with a low-emission covering ( Low-E ) which improves thermal-insulation characteristics as compared to standard glass.
Thermal losses may be reduced by 4 times. 
Maximum dimension: length 6000 mm , width 3210 mm, thickness 3–12 mm  
TPS Technology Pane Units ( latest generation ) 
Thermoplastic Butyl framework ( TPS – spacer ), as opposed to Aluminium, is used in their construction. It provides for low thermal conductivity, higher
resistance to mechanical load and deformation and improved thermo-technical characteristics at the edge zone. These elements combine together to
improve the durability and lifespan as well as resistance to condensation at the edge zone of these pane units as compared to standard ones. 
Maximum dimension: length 2300 mm, width 3500 mm, thickness to 50 mm

Tempered Glass   
The result of a special thermal treatment process increasing its inherent strength by 5 times; on breaking the glass will shatter into small segments
having no sharp edges.  
Maximum dimension:length 4200 mm,width 2400 mm,thickness 4-19 mm 

Laminated Triplex Glass 
Produced by the application of special PVB-films of various colours; possessing standards of protection ranging from SM2 ( impact of a soft body ) to
P2 ( impact of a TT pistol shot ). 
Maximum dimension: length 2450 mm, width 3450 mm, thickness to 30 mm 
Range of Applications of Safety Glass: 
Glass External Facades Glass Doors  
Glass Balconies Conservatories 
Intermediate and Dividing Walls Glass Furniture 
Shower Cubicles Glass Flooring 
Automobile Glazing

Our products have been used in some of the most prestigious, new construction  
projects in Russia, for example: Olympic Sports Palace, Chekhov, Ice Sports  
Palace, Dmitrov, MEGA - Khimki Trading Complex, Moscow  
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